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When the Herd Im?ro’vement PlAn was introduced in New- 
Zehmd“at the, commencem?ni of’ the l_iZ9/4P, ‘season.? oneofits 
basic principles. was the epplication cf’ fie,ld survey wcrk to 

,Dairy. Cattle Production. Studie’s - this paper is mainly concernscl 
with the nature and ,purpose of such work. ht the. outset it wouli ‘. 
be well to.emphasise the role such,,surveys have tc play in researci 
generally ,+rid to discuss briefly,the limitations placed upon 
animal producti,on studies. by the ,absence of adequate field informa- 
tion. .’ 

.’ 

production 
It will readily be conceded tha’t ‘the objective of animal 

studies nay be ,either the understanding and explanation 
of why certain results are ,secured in the field, or .it can be the 
v’orkTng out of, entirely new methods for practical application;, or, 
3s is perhsjps most often the case; it msy_be a combination of 
both. I,& ;;ny case it i’s clear that the bAckground of research 
into animal pro.duction must ,i.nevitably be the field conditions 
actually existing in the unfm~l industry being studied. The 
limitations imposed’on rasezrch workers in’the amount of field ‘_. 

‘d&ta uvuilable are, however., very considerable, and in all- too .. 
.mtiny ,cases’it ‘becomes necoss:lry for them to rely on data restrict- 
,.ed to field observations over :A’ very limited area* 1. ,; 

The existence of 
ly in touch with extensive 

an orgzni sLtion actively and continuous- 
;.nd representative field’ conditions 

should, therefore, be of vlory considtirsble importance in overcom- 
ing this difficulty, and, in speeding up the definition of the pro- 

,blems to be ‘attAckad Gnd the applicition of slny results accruing 
therefrom. The value and purpose of fitild surveys by such organi- 
s,ations con best be illustrated by:a discussion of the surveys now 
being conducted under the Ilcrd Improvement Plan. 

TECHNI U&: 
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The rcorganisvtion of Herd Recording in New 
Zealand under the erd Improvement Plan resulted in iin -organisation. 
pa.rticularly well o@pted for the .conduc t of field surveys. Six 
major Herd Improvement kssociations replaced the o,riginal, twenty- 
,eigh.t Herd Testing Associations and steps were immediately taken 
‘to, ensure maximum efficiency in all phases of recording work and 
‘to‘ bring cibout uniformity of .methods. Copies of ‘monthly .testing 
returns for sotie, 280,000 cows are avsil&ble- to the. investigational 
st,aff ,in Wellington, thus .giving ,a aoverage of approximately 16% 
of ,a11 cows in New Zeall;nd. ., 

The source of suppiy: of oll.djta is as follows:- 

1. From all Recording Officers who in the ordinary course ._- 
of their duties visit some 24 to 26 herds monthly and 
who, in cddition to testing all cows for milk and 
butt,erf..?.t production, arrange to identify heifer cal- 

‘ves by sar t?.ttoo ‘(thus ,providing data for studies on 
’ breeding) And :,lso, collect detailed data on all cows 

culled or v!:ist,sd from the herd. 
‘- ‘.. 

. . 2% From Selected ,Eiecordin/< Cffi.cers where it is considered 
that the dLit:.;iSGoh as to require more than ordinary 
care 2nd knowledge l.n its collection - this sppl,ie:: 
pl\rticul:rly to, the d.lta coilc‘ctzd on ;mstitls, 

3,. , 
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From Con~su1~tlr.g Q!-r”f icers -*--,-..-- I--.-u-_.- . .._ one of whom’ i s attached t17 
.each Herd I.:~pr~~~z~c.nt .:zaocj&%t::.LX Cii3. WhO has be9n 

‘. specillly. eelacted. because c:V in ~itens:i.ve gene rz.‘. 
knowledge of field’ cur:dYi;icr:s . ‘!>k,erj,s oii’:ce:~s are 
responsible for dztti caLlc_.cced c.n nutrl?.!.ns .,<::rI-,‘lli+:.y, 

-and special problems of n&ndgemeat e,tc, 
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lc Production Studle.‘&! Through the routine work of recording 
officers :c’omplete data on, monthly.milk, 2nd butterfat produc,tion 
for some 25O;OOO $0 300,000 cows is ~~vsil~ble annualiy in the 
central office ‘in Wellington ‘and this data has alreildy been used 
to, define norm21 conditions of mi1.k and, butterfat product,ion, in- ,’ 
eluding ‘such things as breed chdracteristios and production zver- 
ages., sge composition of the dAry cattle populLAtion,, influence, . ,,,:: 
of ‘month of’ c‘ilving ? .and ‘chzge in production according to rl‘ge, ‘. 
The latter deserves specidl mention because of its, emphns’is on 
the necessity for. checking ,Appnrentl,y valid conclusions, zgainst 

\ 

actual field ,condit ions, In the -early stages of sire -survey work -- 
when it became ,nece,ssary :to.dofine the niiture of age correction 
factors under New Zealclnd conditions; ‘the, normal method of deter- 

i 

mining the aver;lge ‘production of l,:.rge numbers of animals of the 
same age for e:toh’breed wzs followed.’ Using the mean production 
for all two-year-old cows as a base,’ it was then pmble to cal- 
culate the actual, pounds of fat increase to more .mature ages, and’ 

‘So to ‘arrive at the percentage increas,e Ln production from two- 
year-old to- maturity, This,.involved’, the assumption that the in- 
crease in p’roduction for each individual cow in the population 
examined,.was in the same proportion as the increase in the mean 
.for age to age in that Whole population, Correction factors So 
calculated -are actually used in several ‘countries at the present 
time, Before this oonlcusion could be considered valid however 
it seemed necessary to apply it in prac.tice, atid for this purpo;e 
some 1,500 liretime racords.of production for .$ersey 00~s tested 
A .___ 
rrom’tW0 Years till at least, seven years were Vsed. Although. 
the,mean values for’each age for the icrhole 1,500 cows again corres-~ 

‘Ponded to the general population datfi: it was found that the in- 
crease according to ige .fdr individtt&. animals did not operate as 
a’ percentage ‘increase, In fact thb ‘reverse, .was the-case - cows 
which were low producing ‘as two-year;old ‘animals showed-a ,much 

‘(,’ bigger percentage inbrcase than cows which were high producing, at .’ 
two years of age’, It should, of course, .be emphasised. that this 
increase in production does 
duction due to age &one:but 

not include only the increase in pro- 
also includes all those environmental 

conditions likely to alter a cow!s production from normal - 
therefore the correction factors evolved are’ not correcting for .’ 
age alone, but are also auto:mtically correcting for other environ- 
mental influences, Thus the,application of age correction factors 
under practical’,field. coridi’tions does ‘., necessitate .a double 

-, correction age and environment, and whether this is’done’as Lush 
suggests by. two separate correqtions, or as Campbell and Ward .,, . 
suggest by a single co:xbined borrection, is a matter for prefer- 
ence. The main point; however,. is that. age .correbtion factors 
have been used by .a number of workers.without due referenc’e to 

.’ 
their accuracy under field conditions. : ‘I 

.‘, 

dne -other ‘survey conc’erning Production also, deserves 
mention in view of its importance at the-p’resent time. Due to 
Qcute ‘labour problemlg- and; in some cases; economy measures, the. 
que.stion ‘of stripping or nonystripping ,of dairy CQWS has come 
into considerable .prominencec. Through, ,the Xerd -Improvement 
Associations and later by detailed reports from, consulting officers 
it has been possible to, isolate between’ 3C and 40 herds in which 
non-stripping ,has been the, practice ,ze and in many 
cases for three or ‘four seasons. Most of these ,htive testing, 

f records for the saisons’ prior to clnd, of ’ 
stripping ana consequently a considerable number Of what could be 
termed exper.imental herds are thus .ti,vnilable for immediate study 

of the whole question of the importance .of stripp-ing; By the. cad 1 
operation of other research workers in examining. these herds. it 
is fully expected. that a substantial.report on all phases .Of this 
important problem, will’ be uvuilable’ in the near future. 

: 1 *’ 

2. Nu trit ion &cd.ie s; The main purpose of field .surveys as they 
affeot dairy Y!s!s$.jn‘must be to arrive at a correct estimate 
of ‘the problems,of 4:,iry cattle nutrition under the conditions 
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Peculiar to New Zealand d;lirying;, with its domfnant emphasis on ’ 
grassland farming. Obviously, it; would not be correct. to .duplicate’ 
overseas experiments intended l&r zactical application, unless the .’ 
conditions of those experiments were first ohecked against New ‘. 
Zealand field conditions, Consequently, the work of. collecting 
data on dairy cow nutrztion has been fundamentally one of deter- 
mining the methods and practices of those dairyfarmers who have 
already achieved, and are’maintaining, high levels of produo.t,ion. 
The. next point to decide: is whether those methods and practioes 
are relative,ly uniform, or whether. they include a wide variation ” 
in feeding practices and,pasture types, as’well,as considerable’ 
differences due to adaptation to ohanged local conditions. For 
Bxample,, much speculation existsas ,to the nature. of the typioal ,’ 
lactation curve for New Zealand conditions and survey work has . 
already demonstrated that the normal physiological curve estab- 
lished by overseas. %‘orlters. has no uniform parallel, in New Zealand 
dairy herds,. All overseas references,point to the faot that the 
normal cow. reaches the peak of her lactation within the ‘first ” 
thirty days from calving - extensive analysis of lactation curves 
for high producing herds and cow.s in New Zealand fails to confirm 
this finding ..and ‘a wide variation is apparent in the shape of the ; 
curve both for. herds and COWS, > Furthermore, it is not -apparent 
that those herds and’ COW .whic h reach. their' production peak in 

,the third”and fourth month from calving,.sare lower in production a 
than those herds and cows which reach a peak in thier first or .‘. 
second month,, This problem is ‘~till~under investigation but it 
involves important considerations for workers engaged in dairy 
oattle,.nutri-tion,‘,. Is there a serious .weakness in our whole system 
of dairy cow nutrition, or are. the facts outlined simply indicat- 
ive of an adjustment.in the nature of the lactation curve to the ‘.. 

‘economic sp,roduction curve hereafter to. be recognised as one 
peculiar to our particular methods.of dairyfarming? . ., 

!lXis.‘etiphasises ‘the importanoe of field Survey work in ’ Ia 
first determining the nature of the -local problems facing the : 

‘. 

nutrit’ion worker, and then perhaps’ transferring the. emphasis from 
a deaoriptLon of’-the feed conditions’expe,@ted to result in high.’ ‘*> 
produotion, to. one of de’soribing.and explaining the reason for 
the suchess of the conditions prevailing in’ those herds wh,ich 
have already achteved a high productive, level, . 

There is, furthermore, ,the added consideration that such 
a re-orientation of the problem would avoid the dangers of ad- 
vacating a feeding policy vrhich, may not have completely eqfored 
the full implications of such factors as economy of pr.oductlOn, ‘,, 
and the health of, the animals involved. 

tiut probably. the most important rOl& of field Surveys ,’ 
in”nutrition may be to indicate the’ general -correlation between 
good, medium and poor levels of. production and the Corresponding 

., 

level 0 f’ nutrition, By making available representative data alOng 
these lines it should then’be possible for’ research workers to 
indicate the extent ofmunder feeding prevailing, and the steps : 
necessary to oqrreot that position and.30 .to bring about an 
inunediate improvement in ,pr,oductton. ‘, 

Under the Herd Improvementplan a genera1 survey Of 
feed conditions is being mitde in approximately 250 herds through 
the consulting officers attached, to each Herd Improvement Associar .,’ 
tion. . . Each officer visits at least 40 herds in the spr,ing,summer 
and autumn, recording ‘his own observations’ of pasture type and 
OOnditions, and obtaining &ill_ detaiLs of all matters relating to 
the feeding ,, management and health of the, ‘herd, : . . 

Further work is already in hand to compile production 
curves under differing soil and climatic conditions in order to 
explore the possib,$lity of whether new pasture types can be better 
adapted to local conditions than ‘those in.existence at the present ., ,.I 
time, ,. . 
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3, Animal Breeding: It seems clear ,that the role of genetics in 
animal breeding will, for the-next few years at least, depend 
largely on biometrical methods, and for this purpose large scale 
field surveys are all important, The main problems to- be answered 

,are, ” 

(1) The extent to which phenotype (i.e. meat, wool ,milking 
qualities etc.) is ‘influenced by environment. 

(2) The influence of heredity on phenotype and .the selec- I 
tion value of such phenotypic expression. 

(3,) . The extent to whioh pract’ical considerations limit 
the selection value based on 

(u) Pehnotype and. 
L (b) Genotype. 

These problems are such th’at they‘can only be fully answered after, 
an extensive field survey, and necessitate studies of lifetime 
histories of production (i.e. phenotypic expressi’on), generation 
records of parent and off.spring in order to determine selection 
values, and a survay of the ‘practicability of using parents after 
they .have reached hn age when they canbe progeny tested, The’ 
latter point also involves consideration of the problem of in- 
breeding and the measures’ to be takenjsay ‘in one sire herds,where _ 

it is desired to avoid undue, inbreeding. 
)‘ 

Surveys in, dairy ‘cattle pr.oduction in New iealund in- 
dicate .that the selection value based on female phenotype varies 
approximately between 14 and 20 per <cent, of ,the females superior- 
ity above.: the herd .average, In other words,. (and, in the absence 
of genotypic selection of, the sire) select’ing progeny from high 
producing cows will, over any. reasonably sized population,. result 
in a gain of approxi,matoly 14 to 20 per cent, of the superiority, .. ‘, 
of those cows above the ,breed average. .Consequently, the main 
emphasis today. is on the selection of replacement dairy stock fkom ,. 
sires which have already been proved on the basis of .their progeny,. 

. 

.4.’ Animal Diseases: At first appraisal it does not appear at all 
obvious. to vbat extent ,f ield surveys, can assist i,n the solution 
of problems of animal health.. Yet a closer examination reveals 
several reasons. whv such surveys may have much to offer at the- 
present time in providing some clear definition of the general 
conditions of incidence of disease ; .‘the condition of management, 
feeding etc.. which m’aka for better control of such diseases, and 
in suggesting profitable’line,s for research.. The technique of 
the collection of data on disease problems is, however, by nomeans 
an’ easy one and %t is only vJith’ the use of large numbers that a 
reasonably approximate picture of the disease position is likely 
to be secured. 

Work .already carried out under the Herd Improvement 
Plan on the collection of data on disease losses has’ already been 
adequately summarised (in the New Zealand Dairy.Board’s 16th 
Annual Report)’ and warrants little further mention. at this stage. 

TK!O or three points arising from the survey on fertility 
in dairy cattle have a strong bearing on the value. of field sur- 
veys and perhaps warrant further mention. 

‘, .From some 250 herds detailed mating,parttculars for all 
cows in the, herd have been made available and from these it has 
been possible to arrive at a reliable estimate of the normal fer- 
t,ility index in New Zealand dairy herds.. Such a figure is 
essential to experiments .concerned with evolving a field techniWe 
for artificial insemination, where ‘it. is necessary to determine 
how closely the artificial method.competes .witb natural mating. 
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The ,compj.lation of full details on all matings. with,in a 
large and;,representntive number of herds has also proved of-im- 
portance in st.udying proS1oms which v-ould be more’difficult of 
solution experi+entally, One of these is the question of whether 
the peculiar conditions of dsiryl.ng in New Zealand, whereby app- ‘, 
roximately 75 per cent -of dairjr cows calve within .a period of _’ 
.three months , are responsi-ble for ‘the creation of an exhaustion 
problem ,in bulls, and a 'constiquht lowering of -their fertility. ‘, 
Examinat,ion Of weekly fertility indices ,for the Whole of the 

and’correlation of individual bull results on the mating season 
basis of .fertility index to number of matings, has so far failed 

( 

to reveal any evidence of an exhaustion problem. 

~. This fertility.data is now being examined for evidence - 
.’ 

: “.,:ob problems bf abnormsl periods between oestrus, -and the po’ssible. 
correlation between condition of nutrition and fertility abnormal- 
Stfes., ” Further investigation <is also ,being made’into the ques- 

.. tion of .high production and its relation to fertflit’y, and it is ; 
probably along ‘such .lines as these that ‘field surveys ,are essen- 
tial as a first ‘line of attack’ on the general problem,. To those . 

interested in the ‘question of genetic. influence.on ferti.lity ‘it 
oan be pointed .out that. here again’ a field survey ‘is likely to 
aticomplish what- would be extremely difficult of determination 
,experimentally.- The’ building up of complete fertility ,data on a 
generation basis for large numbers of animals should be capable 
of statistical treatment, so as. to obtain. some indication as to 
whether inheri,tance of poor fertilit’y is likely to. be an import- 
qqt Sac tar, .or otherwise, In the case’ of young bulls of poor 
fertility it is probable that this consideration cannot be al- 
together dismi,ssed. ,‘,’ ‘.’ __ 

During .the 19’40/41 seaaon, a field. survey of mastitis’ 
.is being attempted, and it is hoped to secure the full-co-opera- 
tion. of at least 1,000 dairyfarmers. There are i how.ever , 
considerable difficulties.fecing any ~attempt to secure an .‘, ‘, ., 1 
adequEite field’ survey of Ahe mastitis p.roblem and. the criterion 
of ma,stitis ,in this suPv&jr (in the absence of a suitable field 
test). is to’be the. farmers. obs,crkation of clinical cases; 
data ‘secured should, hbwuvar, 

The,. ,I 
have an important.bearing on a 

general definition of.condi.tions associated with. higher incidence 
of mastitis- - f t should also give. some indication. of the extent 
to whi.ch herds vary in. the .losseS suffered.from mastitis and What ’ ‘. 

‘_ 
‘, are those undefined manage,ment conditions sd frequently quoted by 

various authorities as of importance in controlling mastitis. ,.’ 
Furthermore, an adequate field survey should’also, make it pass- 
ibie’ to investigate the extent to ,whidh snY .secommendations in 
ddnneotlon With mastitis control are. actually proving beneficial‘ 
td the Industry; ,’ 

.and perhaps ina’d- 
in existence at.’ 

the prese 
f 

t time, and. the vaLue and @rbose. of such surveys in 
’ contribut ng to a stud 

f 
of dairy catt$e p@oblems, The application ‘, 

oP system&tic and cant nuo,us’?ield survtdys is still ‘in its in& ‘. 
‘fancy but New Pealand is .more fortundte .then most other dairying ’ 
countriesi in the posaessibn of a &! bkganised Herd Record: 

‘, 

‘ing. movdment 1 ahis is1 af all. probably the best ‘.. 
ada 
con inuous contact between the recording offi’cers and’large numbzs t 

ted to the 6bliduct bf. Widespread field surveys because Of the’. 

of representative dairyfarniers, It is certain’ that Ipuch room 
exists for improvements in the technique of these field SurveYs, ” 
but with the active co-operation& research workers and research : _, 
institutions Xt~ should be, possibie to speed up the investigation . . “’ 
-of dairy cattle production problems. As the work proceeds, and , 

with improvement c- in tochni:lue ; tt should 31~0 be possible to 
intensify and 3.n some cases sj:‘ecialise the field survey in Parti- 
cula? directions so as to parallel experimental Work actually in 
progress at research institutions... 
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Finally, there are tvro cordi tions fundamental to the 
success of field surveys - the institution conducting these must 
at all times secure and retain the confidence of the farmers 
supplying the field data and the’,research authorities must give 
their full support in the planning of the survey, the discussion 
of the data collected, the scope of any intensification ,of the 
survey, and the working out of practical advi’oe accruing from the 
survey. Under tha Herd Improvement Plan a Technical Committee, 
consisting of representatives of research institutions and pro- 
ducers, co-operates with the Herd Recording technical staff in 
ful.fill%ng the latter function, ., 
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